
Omega Labyrinth Life Labyrinth Life

Nintendo SwitchTM PlayStation®4

August 1, 2019 August 1, 2019

Downloadable Version: $59.99 / €59.99 (w/o tax) Downloadable Version: $49.99 / €49.99  (w/o tax)

TV Mode: 1920 x 1080

Table Mode/Portable Mode: 1280 x 720
1920 x 1080

60fps

*Note that the fps may change during the game

60fps

*Note that the fps may change during the game

One per account

*Save data back-up possible using

the Nintendo Switch Online function

Three per account

*Save data upload/download is possible via PlayStation Network

by accessing through the in-game menu

Not Applicable Active

Ilustration "Normal" and "Full Bloom Break" illustrations "Normal" illustrations

Effect
Use the touch feature to play the game

*The EXP gained differs based on the touchable event results

Event skips after the "normal" illustration displays

*The EXP gained is preset

Illustration "Size Up" illustrations -

Effect
Use "Size Up" to play the touchable event

*The object design of what is squeezed can be changed

Event auto-skips after "Size Up"

*The object squeezed does not appear in-game

Control the girl's breasts to play rock-paper-scissors Rock-paper-scissors done using Labyrinth Life specific controls

Illustration Each character's spa illustration

Each character's spa illustration

*The amount of steam cover differs from what is found in

Omega Labyrinth Life

Effect "Illustration Touch" "Illustration Scaling" available "Illustration Scaling" available

Illustration Illustrations specific to Flora's events Illustrations specific to Flora's events

Effect Touch features enabled Event skips after the illustration is displayed

Active Not Applicable

View illustrations found in Omega Labyrinth Life View illustrations found in Labyrinth Life

Grows (to max)

*The breast size changes the character stats and visuals

Grows (to max)

*The breast size changes the character stats and visuals

Grows (to max)

*The breast size changes the character stats and visuals

Grows (to max)

*The breast size changes the character stats and visuals

Like (Love) Like (Love)

Feature Comparison

Title

Other Features

・The content of the OP and ED differs based on the illustrations used in each of the game versions.

・Select character voices are recorded to play on the title screen for Labyrinth Life after the game is activated.

・The characters, character skills, monsters, items, story, dungeon, difficulty, and more are the same between both game

versions.

Flora Event

PTA (Pat Tits Action)

*Touch functions on the character

illustration and reactions

Album Function (Gallery)

Breasts

Flat

Lewd Breasts

Spa Event

Platform

Release

SRP

Screen Resolution

Frame Rate

Save Data

Trophy

Skill★Bloom System

Size Up System

Tit-For-Tat System


